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\ FlSheries management deeisions in eommereial marine fisheries aie emd out on an extremely
eomplex biologicaI. eeonomie and soeial system. However, fisheries deeision making is most often .
focused ori reaetionary poliey-making in response to erises. Aecordingly, there is a reeognized need in
fisheries management to develop deeision alternatives that may be evaluated in tenns of the multiple
impacts on the various components of the fishery. The development and evaluation of deeision
alternatives takes plaee in a problem solving eontext. As in any appropnately defined problem, it is
necessaiy to identify the multiple objeetives, the consti-aining faetors: and the form of deeisions. It is

, . , " ' . " ...... ', " " '.,

then necessary to describe a model of the system. The management science literature has erintributed
mueh toward the fOImulationand analysis of multicriteria deeision maldng. These approaches range
fro~ multiatuibute utility methods to interactive tradeoff approaches using fuzzy set theory. ,

In thiS paper we present a wholistie view of multicriteria decision making for fisheries under
uncertainty. The modelling approach is predicated on the nature of the problem to be solved. Strategie
problemS, e.g., making deeisions about the size of annual global quotas over a planiting period, are
fonnulated as nonlinear opti.miz3.tion problems. Multiple objeetive functions are measured in weighted
value iemis measuring eeonomic viability of fish harvesting, flsh processing. and sector employment
levels. Strategie problems are constramed by biological considerations for stock size arid measured by
stock abundance indices from stock assessments. Taken together this problem formulation represents a
multiple criteria approach to the development of and evaluation of strategie bioeeonomie alternatives
for the fishery. Short-term operational or in-season problem resolution (e.g., openirig and elosing of
areas to fishing) requires a multicritera deeision making perspective. The ongoing operational view of
the fishery provides a valuabte source of leaming and feedback to the general direction of the strategie
plan. For exarnple, the abundance status of the stock can be taken irito aceoiJiu on the basis of repeated
meaSurement.s made by fishermeri through their fishirig activities, catch, by-catch, economie
corisiderations (price, market strength, qu3.llty of product) and ecosystem mdicaiors (presence of prey,
condition of habitat, water temperature, etc.) These multiple critena all provide useful real-time
iriforrilatiori that in turn, can be used to assisi in-season management decision rnaking. APplicatioris of
strategie and in-season multicriteria decision making will be illustrated by examples from the Scotia·
FUndycomrnercial herring fishery in NAFO divisions 4WX.
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1. Introduction

Fisheries AfCDM

Fisheries l\lultiple Criteria Decision l\laking
Under Uncertainty
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Management of comrnercial marine fisheries acts on an extremely eornplex biologieal.
economic and social system. Perhaps as a eonsequence, actual fisheries decisions are most often
characterized as reactionary central agency policy-making in response to crisis situations that require
direct intervention. Nevertheless, there is a well-recogniz.ed need in the literature for fisheries
management to set out procedures for developing innovative decision alternatives and evaluating them
in terrns of the multiple criteria on all eomponents (biological. eeonomie, social operational) of the
fishery system (Stephenson and Lane 1995, Lane and Stephenson 1995).

Stephenson and Lane (1995) attribute the limitations of eurrent management approaches and
the ongoing problems of dealing with multiple cnteria in fisheries to several eauses. Theyeite these as
the inherent variability and eomplexity 'of the system, the inability to define appropriate operational
objeetives to guide fisheries management, the lack of aeeountability in deeision making, and the
institutional irnbalanee ereated by a predominanee of biological advice versus a lack of stakeholder
involvement in decision making.

In the eontext ofmulticriteria problem solving, Ozernoy (1992) describes two barriers to
effective decision rnaking: suuctural barriers and methodological shortcomings. As Ozernoy states,

The methodology ofmultiple-criteria decision making can be divided into three steps:
1) strueturing the decision problem; 2) formulating a preference model and 3)
evaluating and comparing alternatives. Structuring the decision problem ineludes the
specifieation of objectives and attributes, the generation of alternatives, and the
assessment of eonsequences ofeach alternative in terms of multiple eriteria. A formal
preference model is developed in order to represent the decision maker's values and
elicit relevant information about the decision maker's preferences. Fmally, evaluating
and eomparing alternatives provides the ordering of deeision alternatives required in a
problem. Ozernoy (1992, p.159).

In this framework, the difficulties experienced in fisheries management problem solving are attributed
almost entirely to structural baniers. Examples of structural difficulties and the inability in fisheries to
define the decision making problem abound. In a workshop entitled "Risk Evaluation and Biological
reference Points for FlSherieS Management", Smith et a1 (1993, pp. vi-vü) pointed out that the "major
source ofuncertainty identified was associated with the lack of hard objectives for the management of
fish stocks". As a principal component of problem stru~ture, the inability to set objectives negates
almost any possibility that even the most refined model may assist deeision making.

Wooster's (1988) volume on the proceedings ofa workshop on "FlSheries Seience and
Management: objectives and limitations" contains several discusSions on the differences bewteen
objectives and constraints in fisheries rrianagement. Appropriate arguments are presented for
delineating between value-based objectives (maximization of economie or social benefits to society)

•
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~d biologically-based limitations 01' conStraints. In that same volume Larlcin argues for an
anthropocentric approach to fisheries management (as opposed to an ichthyocentric one). He sutes:

It is a contiadiction in terms io to speak of biological objecÜves of fisheries .
management. Much more logical to speak of biological constraints to
management. ..The real questions are: what should be the biological constraints and
what should be the social objectives. The answers are: whatever is necessary to
preserve future biological options Until we know more biology and, whatever seems
appropriate to the society at the time. (Larkin 1988, p.289)

. In spite ofthese cleaf designations crudaI to definirig problem structure, the fisheries research
and fisheries biology literature nuiniains apreoccupation with setting "biologicalobjectives" and
enumerating lists ~f standardized ''reference points" for management purposes independeni from other
aspects of the fishery problem. Indeed, rnany ICES member count.rles set annuaI stock catch limits on

. the basiS of single standardized biological reference points.

. The exerciSe of developmg sophisticated methodologies asaids for multi-criteria decision
making would appear to be ineffective (Ozernoy 1992)until such time as the issues ofproblem
structuring in fisheries can bC agreed upon. With this caveat having been staied, the purpose of this
paPer is to present fisheries decision problems with specific interest in defining problem structure .
toward formulating multi-criteria decision problems. Followmg a brief reView ofmulti-criteria research
iri the operations research literature, fisheries problems iaken from the Cariadian 4WX Scotia-Fundy
cOmInercial herrlng fisheries are u.sed to illustrate fisheries management decision making in a multi
cnteria settirig .

2. l\fethodologies in i\luiti-Criterla Decision l\lakirig (l\ICDl\I)

The development arid evaluation of decisiori alternatives takes pIaCe in a problem solving
context. As in any appropriately structured arid defined problem, it is necessary to identify ihe multiple
objectives, the constraining factors, and the form of decisions. It is then necessary to describe a model
of the system. Finally, the resultS of the model need to be interpreted, evaluated and compared in order
to help decision makers make uItimate choices.

ne development of MCDM rnethodologies and applled research falls within the domain of .
inanagement .scienceloperations research. Management Scientists have contribuied much toward the
formulation and analysis of multicriteria decision rriaking and the presentaiion of tools for supporting
multi-critena problems. At the sarnetirne, the rapidlyevolving field ofMCDM iS very new. The first
conference devoted entirely to MCDM was held in 1973 (Cochrane and Zeleny 1973). Since then
biannual international MCDM conferences have taken place and prOceedings have appeared (e.g.,
Angehrß 1990, Fandei aridSpronk 1985, Hwarig and Yoon 1981, Hwarig andMasud 1979). Many
profeSsional conferences in management scienee. engineering, and computers reguIarly carry tracks and
tutorials on MCDM advances and applications. And, joumals such as European Journal 0/
Operatioiull Research (1991). Mathem.atictil al'uJ Cornputing Modeling, Computers CUui Operations
Research. Ntival research Logisitics,INFOR (Kersten and Michalowski 1992), MtlJU1gemeru Science
(Starr and Zeleny 1977 arid Stronk arid ZiontS 1984), and Interfaces (Bodily 1992) have all recently
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Methodologies in MCDM range from the two main "schools": multiattribute utility methods
(Keenyand Raiffa 1976, Flshbum 1970, Samson 1988, C1emens 1986) to outranking methods (Roy
1985, Roy and Vincke 1981). Interactive tradeoff approaches (Saaty 1980), ideal point comparison
methods (zeleny 1982), ruerarchical approaches (Saaty 1980, Ehtamo and Harna1ainen 1995), fuzzy set
analyses (Sakawa 1993), and visual interactive programming methods CHarnalainen 1999, Bell 1991,
EIder 1996, 1992, Belton and Vicke 1989) have all become popularized as applied approaches to
MCDM problem solving.

In recent years, more and more ''user·friendly'' software has been made avaiJable as decision
support for MCDM problems. These include Saaty's ''Expert Choice", Istel's ''SEE·WHY'', and
''VISIT', British Steel's "FORSIGHT', Insight Intemational's ''OPTIK'' and "INORDA", Elder's
"V.I.S.A", Hamalainen's ''HIPRE 3+" as well as other sma11er systems that are cor:lIl1ercially avaiJable
andlor sold as modules oflarger mathematical programming or decision support software systems.

From this brief review, it is clear that potential decision makers have a: wide range of options
when it comes to selecting a choice of MCDM models both from the point of view of methodology
and presentation. The breadth of most MCDM approaches for providing decision support, including
problems in fisheries, precludes any attempt to categorically select one method or one presentation as
the ultimate "problem solving" procedure. In any case, we argue that the issue for fisheries
management, as alluded to previously, is not due to a lack of appropriate methodology, but the lack of
clear definition of the multicriteria fisheries problem. The purpose of this paper then is to explore
funher the problem structure for specifie fisheries problems.

In this paper we examine two multicriteria fisheries problems:

1. Strategic decision making: Setting annual stock TAC <Total Allowable Catch) lirnits
2. Qperational decision making: Stock assessment and opening and closing fishing areas

•

In examining these problems we focus on particular fisheries rather than on a general problem
formulation approach. In this sense, it is feIt that each fisheries multiple objective problem is unique in
itself and must be defined in the context in which the problem arises. At the same time, we apply
specific MCDM methodologies as decision support approaches without advocating any one •
methodology or presentation system over any other. In the end, it is the decision maker who makes the
ultimate decision on the basis of a clearly defined problem arid additional infonnation from the MCDM
decision support system. .

3. Strategie Decision l\faking: Setting TAC Sehedules

Setting annual TACs is viewed as a highly strategie exercise for planning in a flshery
system aver a medium tenn (approxima~ely 3 to 5 years) planning periode Setting TACs has
obvious implications for meeting biological stock targets, for determining cammercial investment
and payback incentives, and for affecting individual fishermen 's operating decisions.
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AS a strategie multiobjective problem, setting TACs involves a "rolling" homon, ie., one
that is continually planned for into the future, but not neeessarily attained as originally predicted.
As .with all "business" planning predictions and goals, conditions change requiring continual
updatirig and adapting of goals and objeetives to realize feasible outcomes. This is also how we
view TAC decision making in fisheries. The following exarnple presents a multiple objective
problem fOrInuIation for TAC planning with data taken from the 4WX herring fishery. Further
details on this fishery are provided in Stephenson er al. (1993).

Problem definition:The task of the fisheries management committee (comprised of a biologist, an
operations manager. ari economist. harvesting sector and proeessing sector representatives. and loeal
cornmunity represeniatives) iS to set out the revolving five year TAC plan. The committee has
previously agreed to act linder the following guidelines (detemiined by consensus with all
stakeholders):

Biological targets: the target stock size in 5 years time for juveniles and adults combined (ages
1+) is 360 000 t and for adultS (ages 4+) is 260 000 t from current estimates at t.he beginning of
year 1of325 000 t and 221000 t respeetively.

Eeonomic tar2ets: the average viability measured in levels of year end cash (after income taxes)
of the harvesting fleet and the processing seetor will be monitored; the breakeven target level
(including reasonable return on investment) is at $5.5 million in total discounted cash over the
five year planning period; and. average levels 01' annual emplo}ment should be mairitained at
7500+ equiva1ent person years over the five year planning period. <

Operaiional targetS: Same fishin<g areaS will be closed to access during a portion of the
spawning period.

TAC policy options were developed aS alternative strategie policies each aimed at attaining the
desired stock level targets. A mathematical programming formulation was used to calculate
deterministie solutions.

Detemunistic l\IodelUng: Deterministie model results are obtained by projection of the "best
estimate" input population values over the five year projection period using a matherriatical
programrning model The model uses stock data iricluding initial estimates for num~rS at age. ~verage
weight at age. partial recruitment. natural mortality und flshing mortality data to determine year-over
year stock at age distributions for (i) numbers of fish. (ü) stock biomass; and ,(iii) catch (weight and
numbcirs).The population dynarnics model is based on the following system of equations:

(1)

(2)

(3)

Na.I = Na.,.,.,exp(-M-PRaF,)

,. < PRiI F,
Cu = waNu(l-exp[·Af-PRaF,J) M+PRaF,
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for t=O,1,2,...T, and a=O,1,2,...A. where t=O denotes the initial (current period), and t=T the final year
of the planning horizon. and a=O denotes births and a=A the oldest age of fish in the stock.

Equation (1) represents the stochastic version of a generalized stock-recruitrnent function
(Schnute 1985) as the mechanism used to generate the yearly reproductive capacity of the stock. No.l
denores the numbers of births at the begirming of each year t as a function of the spawning stock
biomass (herring ages 4+) and the scale, productivity, and shape parameters a, ~, 'Y respectively of the
stock-recruitment function; z is the standard normal vanate and (j is the standard deviation in the
lognormally distributed error term. Different farnilies of stock-recruitrnent functions are obtained from
equation (1) by either substituting values for the shape parameter, or through mathematicallimits.

Equation (2) defines the year-over-year changes in each cohon ofthe stock. The clunges in the
numbers of stock is a function of M, the continuous rate of natural mortality (assumed as eIsewhere to
be constant across all ages in the population), the partial recruitrnent at age, PR. (constant over all
years of the planning period), and the fishing mortality level, Fl for fully recruited ages of the stock.
Using (2) and the expected weight at age (at the begirming of each year, and on average over each
year), corresponding biomass levels for different age groups can be determined.

Equation (3) defines the catch weight at age. C•.I for a given level of fishing mortality by year.
The average weight per fish at age a. w. is detemlined over the entire yearly catch period. The adjusted
weight at age at the beginning of each year, w.b is approximated by the midpoint between successive
age's average weights, ie., w.b=(W..l+W.)/2. This equatiun also provides the basis for deterrnining (i)
catch mimbers at age in a given year, and the total catch (TAC) resulting from fishing mortality, F.

In order to generate the results of the iter:ltive set of related formulae (1)-(3), an initial
distribution of the stock numbers, N..o at the beginning of year 0 (e.g., from the most recent VPA) is
required along with either (1) a schedule of fIshing mortalities, FI to apply annually to the harvestable
fraction of successive cohorts, or (2) a desired level of annual TACs. lf the TAC schedule is provided
explicitly, then the corresponding fishing mortalities are determinable that yield the specified TACs.

A deterrninistie problem formulation to determine the schedule of TACs over the planning
period while simultaneously satisf)ing biological constraints was developed. The overall objective of
the deterrninistic optimization problem is to maximize the dL-;counted sum of annual eeonomic value to
the fishing industry ovet the planning period by choosing decision variables fot the fishing mortality, FI •

This objective function explicitly incorporates resource allocation considerations among competing'
gear types. For a given allocation polley, the detenninistic optimization results provide insight into the
characterization of the optimal, feasible solution. The multiobjective functional for this nonlinear
d)nanUc optimization problem for TAC setting is wrilten as follows:

•

(4)

where Ra.l is the value-based reward from tishing :.lttributed to the various gear sectors of the fishery
and Öis the continuous rate of discount -of annual TACs. Ra.1 is a function of the suballocation of TACs
to herring purse seiners, gillnets, and weirs und their individual (estimated) price and cost data.
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The objective function (4) is constrained by biological constraints mat take the fOIm of biomass
targets specified over the plannirig period. For the herring problem, these constraints may be defined as
follows: ' '

(5) Total Stock BiomasS rA b ~ B,( 1+ ), I E {O, ••••T}...1Wd Na.J

(6) Adult Biomass LA b' ;:: B,( 4+ ), t E {O••••• T}dw4 Wd N a.J

(7) Policy Variable 0 S F, S r. t=O.J .....T.]

The 1eft hand sides of constraints (5) and (6) are expressions for the total stock biom of
herrlr1g, and the adult stock biomasS respectively at time t. The right band sides of these constraintS are
the specific biomass targetS for each tln1e 1. Since each Na.t is a nonliriear furiction of the fishing
mortality. F, then these constraintS are also nonlinear in the decision variables, E. Equation (7) declares
annual upper Cr) arid lower (0) bounds on the annual fishing moitality decision variables. These
constraints are used to construct feasible policy scenarios, such as increasing, decreasing, constaIlt, or
pulse TAC strategies over time. In each case, the schedule of annual TACs are derived together with·
and dependent on the stock targetS. Figure 1 illustrates selected candidate strategies for the Scotia·
Fundy herring TAC planning problem. It remains to consider the multiobjective value·based
implications of biologically "feasible" alternative TAC schedules.

SimUlation l\iodelling: The next phase of thc multiobjective decision support process involves
anali'Sis of candidate alternative TAC scheduks through modelling the probabilistic eventsin the
system over the planning Period. A simulation mod~l is developed to provide probabilities on
corresponding outputs ofthe system. Input data for the main probabilistic components are modelled by
randomizing key model elements. Biological p:lrameter values repreSenting natÜfal mcirtality, initial
stock abunc1ance, gear selectivity, and average weight at ageare defiried in termS of input probability
distributions from which realiiations are taken to detine a particular i.rial of the stock size simulation.
Similarly, ec6ricimic data components for effort, catchability, prices arid costs were randomiz.ed
according to empirical datä observa.tions. Thcse pro\'idcd sirriulated Socioeconomicvillue results for the
TAC alternatives (Figure 2). (See also Lane and Krltlfmann 1993 where a similai aI1aI}'Sis on Northerri
cod is canied out).

(4) RIsk Assessment: The output measures of the ~ lante Carlo sirilulation experimentS provide the
results for the first stage of the decision n.;k analysis: risk asseSsment. Risk aSSessment provides a
pic~ure of the probabilistic outCOn1eS of decisinn altcl11alives under the series of raridomiZ.ed biological
arid economic inputs. The outcomes are tyri~all)' prcsented in the form of cumulative probability
distribution functions on the space of the output \'ariables. Figure 2 illustrates such curves for each
alternative for the key output measures: (a) targct jll\'cnile stock aburidarice at start of year 6 (end of
year 5); (b) target adult stock abundance at st~rt 01' ycar 6; (c) total di.scounted cash from harvesting
and processing over the five 'year period; and (d) a"erage total person years of emplo)omerit over the
five year period. .
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Examination of the results of Figure 2 reveal no c1ear stochastically dominated alternatives with
respect to stock abunc1ance - all three alternative TAC schedules are relatively dose in distributions.
With respect to the biomass targets at the stan of year 6, the simulation and the probability results
show that under any of the three alternatives the possibility that the ages 1+ and 4+ biomass targets will
be met is less than 50'70. The "constant" strategy's performance with respect to these targets is slightly
below target. However, with respect to discounted economic performance and emplo)ment levels, the
"constant" strategy outperforrns the other two schedules although the results for final year of the
planning period is marginal. The "increasing" TAC schedule is not strictly dominating, but it is c1early
superior especially in comparison with the '\l...T:\':1sing" strategy as can be noted from Figures lc and
Id where the "constant" curve is nearly everywhcre to the Jeft (increasing cash and emplo)ment values)
of the "increasing" strategy curves.

(5) Risk l\fanagement: The alternati"c TAC schedules for herring must be evaluated to
provide a quantitative ranking that reflecls not nnly their probability of occurrence (from risk
assessment) but also the relative accepl:I!':~;ty Clr the outcomes of various alternatives Crisk
management). The methodology is provided 11)' lhe pmcess ofutility function analysis (Keeny 1977 and
Walker et alt 1983). "Utility" is an abstract mC:1stJrc of the relative strength of preferenceldesirability
for a particular decision alternative as a ftm.:!:,)11 of its weighted outcomes. Considerable eifort is
required to develop representative utility ftll~ ,,' 'r~" "'hich will incorporate ecological economic and
soda! concems (Keeny 1977, Bodily 1992). l' :. I:.\ample, consider the "utility curves" of Figure 2.
These curves are representative of decision I:'::kcrs' valuations of the key output rrieasures of the
problem, namely, (a) the ages 1+, juveiille an'.! adult biomass at the end of the planning period (Le.,
start of year 6), and (b) adult stock abund:::':,.\ :::~cs 4+ targets at start of year six, Ce) the total
discounted cash position of the industry (han': ~ ::1g :::~d processing operations combined), and Cd) the
average annuallevel of employment in the Li.__!. ',:,'. )11 rr:.l<.:tice, utility curves may be derived empirically
from an analysis of decision makers' tradeort's.

The most direct procedure for risk I""":~gl.:mcnt is to evaluate the expected utility of each
alternative by computing the vector prol~ !·f !hc probabilities from the simulation analysis
corresponding to .the measured perfom1anl\: :':C":lCS of the four criteria in terms of their utility
values. The results, presented in Figure 4, :\!:' :::':/~ the multidimensional utility valuation for each
TAC schedule alternative. It is on the basis p" ': :"'~SU1L<; that decision malcers may best evaluate the
overall perfonnance of their decision options,

(6) l\fultiattribute Utility Evaluation: I'· .. ·.'!ll:",n~·.'nt of tradeoff functions and eomparison of
variability of expected utility, leads to inrllnll:llioll which will pennit decision makers to malce an
informed, overall evaluation and ranking of th~ alternatives prior to taking the final decision. By way of ,
illustration. suppose the tisheries managemcn! " 'mmitlce agreed that among the four critierla, the two
biomass measures (for 1+ and 4+ fish) had l' ".;i~hting and that these measure should account for
70% ofthe total valuation ofa strategy. A<; \', ::~"(\SC that the industry's discounted cash had twice
the weight ofthe annua! employment result f: .. . ':'.-\C schedule alternative. With this information we
can constructa weighted linear funetion far :: ";':<: lIlility ofan alternative.

Let a j denote the weight attached 1(1 I • l'x~l.'cted 'utility Uj on criteria i such that the sum of
theaj over all criteria is 1. Then we may \\'1':' .' ~::~:::r fonn of the multiattribute utility function U(a)

•
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for alternative a simply as. U(a) =I,a.u. (a) with the vector of weightS derived from the decision
. ,-I . .'..

makers' expressed tradeoffS given as a ; (0.35.0.35.0.20,0.1 0) . The selection of the utility rriaximizing

strategy follows from the calculating U· (a) ~ max{U(a),a =1,2.3}.
. a

For the case of Scotia-Fundy herrlrlg. the U· (a) =max{55.5.56.5.56,05} = 56.5. Accordingly.
a

the "constant" TAC strategy yields the highest ranked weighted utility. Intutively. itS performance in
tenns of the biomass targets is not very different from the other alternatives. It is arguably a supenor
strategy with respect to the socioeconomic measures of discounted cash arid emplo)ment levels.
However. the expected annuaI cash trend declines over the p1aMirig period to a slightly negative
position in the last year. This additiorial observation may require a revision in straiegy choice tllat will
depend on the feedback of the decision makers involved that may include plans in the short run to
prepare for this eventuality or other strategies designed' to improve the trend. e.g., marketing
arrangements. etc. It is obvious that a shift in the assigned weightS to the criteria will result in a
changed ranking. MCDM software routines expend a relatively !arge proportion oftheir effort (using
graphical arid tabular methods) in examining the Sensitivity of such rankirigs ihrough the criteria
weight.S. This iiuormation will help decision rrlakers determine the robustness of their rankings and
provide further opportunity for a~juStrrient arid reconciliation due to other factors.

4. Operational Decision l\lakirig: Spatial-Temporal Considerations

Stock assessment iS an irieXact ait. In the discussion of the multi-critena strategic TAc setting
exerci.se aoove. the latest stock asses.sment resultS formed a key input to the longer term planning
proceSs. For aggregate stock considerations. VPA and cohort methods are used to provide
deterministic estimates of stock abundance',However. at the level ofthe fishery, additioOal information
is available that is ignored aggregate abundance estiniation methods. This additiorial information is in
the fomi of spatiaI and temporal (seasonal) data from regulif stock d)nanllcS behaviour. Understandirig
this information provides independent means for updating arid estimating stock status throughout the
season. 11le following multicriteria model incorporates uncertainty arid multiple measures into an
updating stock estimation procedure. AS above, the case of Scotia-FundY herring is uSed to illlustrate
this MCDM problem. .

Problem defirution:. The iask oe the herring flsheries management committee iS to monitor seasonal
spiltial-temporal fishing activity and incorporate fishing observations irito an updatirig procedure for
stock abundärice status. This information is indispensable for makiI1g in-season decisions on when to
open or close particutar areas to the fishery. e.g., spawning grounds or feeding aggregations..

Stochastic aspects of the fishery resource may be described bytwo major components:(l) the
underlying and unobservable dynamics of the stock. and (2) the obse,rvations about the underl)ing
process that are subject to observation error. Define the elements of the model and model notation as
follows:

The Core PrOceSs: Consider a planning period ofT weeks during a season and.let teT={O.l,....T}
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denote the weekly periods of the season. Consider a stock comprised of cohons of juvenile and adult
herring. Let ze Z represent an independent segment of the stock with IZl= Nz (finite) denoting the
number of discrete population segments, e.g., juvenile and adult stock. Represent the state of stock
abundance by the population of the components of the stock. Let Xt be an Nz-dimensional random
variable defined on a sarnple space il. Let the random variable Xe. an element of the vector Xt. denote
a discrete level of abundance of population segment z, an (unobserved) state of the system at period t.
Assume that Xe takes on only discrete values in the finite set 1.2•...•Nx. where Nx (finite) is constant
for an periods t and an population eomponents 1..

The "core" stochastic process {Xt.teT} describes the d)namics of fish abundance over the
season. The state-to-state d)namics of the process of the system between periods t-l and t is assumed
to be a finite state Markov chain with stationary transition probabilities

(8)

where Pijf is the probability ofmoving from state X,_t=i in period t-l, to state Xl=j in period t and Lj are
members ofthe set ofNz-tuples, N with 1N1=(Nx)**(Nz). The process of stock abundance d)narnics is •
completely described by the INlxlNI probability transition matrix for eaeh period t, P,[PIJIJ. and the initial
probability distribution over N at time t=O which is denoted by the vector 1t(O)=(1tt(O).1t2(O)•...•1tI!'o,(O»
where 1t;(O)=Pr{Xo=ij, iEN.

The Observation Process: The eore process provides a mapping for the various auxiliary data that
together form the "observation process", The core and observation processes are linked bya measure
of reliability of observation on core. This takes the form of probability distributions of observation
states to given core states forming the observation matrix.

Let YIbe an Ny dimensional random variable which denotes the signals or observations of the
actual state of the system at period t. These signals are a function of the levels of stock abundance and
total cateh by weight and may include. for example. an sources of auxiliary data that provide
information about the actual state of stock abundance. e.g., research survey results. abundance indices.
CPUE. average catch per "standardized" set Let the random variable YlZ. an element of the vector Yb

denote a discrete level ofthe signal for population segment z at period t Assume that YlZ takes on only
discrete values in the finite set 1.2•...•Ny. where Ny (finite) is constant for an t and an z. The stochastic
process {Yb teT} is known as the observation process ofthe system.

Infonnation regarding the actual abundance, XI is obtained when Yt signals are made during
fishing activities. The probabilistic relationship between Xl (not observed) and YI (observed) is assumed
to be known. The state-to-observation function for each period t relates observations YI to actual state
Xt by the probabilistic relationship

(9)

(assumed to be independent of all ~'. t'eT and t';tt) where 'Lmt is the probability that catch level YI=m
will occur in period t given that the actual state of abundanee is defined by XI=j in period t; me M; and
je N. The observation process is described by the signal or observation matrix for each period t,
Qt=[CLmt]·
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In the herring fishery. fishenneri (seiners. gillneuers. weirs operators) are privy to a wide range
of local observations that have implications for abundance. The multiplicity of observations (e.g., the
"feediness" of the fish, presence or absence of predators, spawning state, lerigth at age, location in the
watet eoltirriri. ete.) all contribute to describing the observation process.

When muitiple observations such as these are involved crochards 1991), they can be weighted
together (e.g., as in the multiattribute utility process described above) to fonn an overall observation
(discretized) index th3t then provides a composite picture (in the fonn ofprobabilities on core states) of
stocksize.

Naturally, the stochastic nature of the inputs (stock d)nam.ics) Iead to stochastic outputs (e.g.,
stock effects. economic performance of various TAC schedules). The vanability and range of these
outputs must be captured. Traditionally. valuation schemes are required here thfough statements of the
problem objectives. In the decision making arena uncertainty valuations are recognized as being a
function of the possible outcomes. and the decision maker's interpretation. of these, though the
evaluation of the decision maker's utility functions. Measuring the utility of decisions is not difficult, but
it does~uire prior disclosure and feedback from the decision maker about the valuation of partlcular
outcomes.

The Decision Space: In order to develop adecision evaluation objective rDeaSUre. we first define. the
space of possible decisiori alternatives. Let A be a finite set which denotes aIl actions (ie., aIl choices
for opening or closing fishing areas) available to decision makers in each period 1. Denote a particular
decision in thiS set for period t by llcze A Action aa is defined as the total removaJs by population
componerit z in period t.

The controIlability of the core and observation processes depends on the choice of aa iri each
periode Thus, Ü X. is the current state of the core process and action ~ (over aIl zfor simplicity) i.S
chosen at the end of the current period, then the core process moves to a new staie XI+1 with .
probability Pijl+l(~) dependerit on action ~. Similarly. the state·to-obSerVation process may depend on
actions laken, CJjru+lQ,)=CJjru+/. Thus. in general.

(10)

denote the probability tranSition matrici:s of the core process and the signal matrices of the obServation
proceSs, respectivelyas a function ofthe actions chosen.

Let YIE M denote the Jevel of signalS. VI obServed at Period t. Arid, Jei 1. be the vector of
infoImaiiori accumuJated from successive decisions and signals iri the system up to and including time
period 1, with l,=(yo,...,y,.ao.....a,./).

The discrete space procese (for states and observations) can be "reduced" to. a contintio~s
space MD? using a sufficient statistiC that sumrnarizes all information history of the problem. One fonn
ofasufflcient statistic is the expression ofBayes' Theorem:

(11) ir/i)=P,! X,=j 1/,1. jeN
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the conditional probability that the abundance level Xl=j occurs at period t. given information
lt. 1t(t) may be considered as the new state variable of the transformed system. Using Bayes' formula.
the sufficient statistic is defined by the transfer function 'tt as follows for te {1,2.....T}; LjeN; meM;
and ac-I =ae A:

(12)

Intuitively. Bayes' formula examines the observed outcome of the fishing decision. ie.• catcht
and then asks what would be the probability that the catch was due to a particular cause. namely. an
unobserved level of abundance. In this manner probability distributions of actual abundance are
updated after every fishing period (week). The 1tJ(O) priors on the initial abundance levels at the start of
the season are assumed to be known explicitly.

Policy Dynarnics: Once a complete policy has been developed. application of the decision rules
depends on the actual evolution of the system and the corresponding observations (Bertsekas 1976.
p.113). Initially. a prior probability distribution. 1t(O) on the population siz.e. Xo is provided. Next. a
policy is assigned for the current period. then observation data are collected. The action combines with
the state to provide current multiobjective rewards. The subsequent state of the system is derived as a
function of the previous state and policy. Successive observations and results are recorded. actions
taken, etc.• to the end of the planning period.

Solution Procedures: The proposed solution procedure for developing fisheries management advice
combines the results of alternative solution methods in the presentation of overall advice for fisheries
management decisions. Astep-by-step solution procedure is as follows:

1) Use information about stock discreteness and spawning stock d}namics to build the
probability transition matrix P. Use simulation to include observed variation in spatial
temporal d}namics.

2) Estimate the reliability (state-to-observation) matrix. Qusing available empirical data
on survey reliability and fishermen feedback (e.g.• Ri~ard and Foy 1987).

3) Develop a multiattribute weighting scheme to assign multiple observations of the fishery to
"fuzzy" (Kosko 1993. Sakawa 1993) observation classes.

4) Update the priors from spatial observations each period and produce probability
distributions of stock status.

5) Develop a multiattribute decision rule for opening and/or closing fishing areas taking
into account the impacts on fishermen's earnings/losses and the stock status.

•
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•

e.

This paper anempts to present multicriteria problem constructions for fisheries
management decision making. While it is not the purpose of this paper to apply particular MCDM
techniques to specific fisheries problems. we do point out in the problem formulations where
MCDM problem analyses are required. In this respect. we have explored two asPects of fisheries
decisions: strategie (TAC setting over a planning period) and operational problems (for stock
assessment and in-season maintenance of fish population areas). In doing so. we point out:

1. The lack of strategie planning that has taken place in most governrnerit-managed
fisheries historically.

2. The need for much more focus on operational aspects of fisheries, in particular, the
wealth of multi-eriteria spatial-temporal information available (but essentially unused)
at the level of the opeartion of the fisheries.

3. The inappropriate institutional arrangements in fisheries not conducive to MCDM
problem formulation and resolution.

\Ve perceive the major stumbling block to the application of effective MCDM methods in
fisheries to the difficulties associated with problem defmition and structwing. Remedies for
dealing with these problems will require a much more interdisciplinary strueture to our fisheries
management institutions. Without this. the necessary dialogue and diseussions arnong biologists,
economists, sociologists, ecologists, etc., in a concerted problem solving setting. eannot take
place.

Within an interdiseiplinary management strueture it will furthermore be necessary to define
the appropriate roles and responsibilities of all participants. In partieular, in our view, it is not
govemment agencies who will be ultimately "responsible" for defming particular objeetives and
eonstraints of the MCDM problems. Rather, govemment agencit~s should act as decision support
experts charged with providing the stakeholders who operate the fishery system (and produce
value from it) with the range of interpretations arising from both strategie and operational
decision problems. On the basis of appropriately presented information, these stakeholder
decision makers will be best able to make effective multi-criteria deeisions in a consensus setting.
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